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The classic fairy tale of Cinderella by Charles Perrault with beautiful silhouette illustrations by Arthur Rackham. A carefully designed ebook in the colorful fullscreen format optimized for Kindle Fire HD.
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Customer Reviews

Classic story we all know and love with glorious illustrations by re-known artist Arthur Rackman expertly set in silhouettes which I had not seen done before to this extent. If you page back one from where it drops you at the beginning you'll see a lovely, detailed image of Cinderella dressed in her patchwork rags dress in a refined frame with dancing mice above just before the story starts which has at least one fine illustration per page. I'm hoping for the same quality of work in "Snow White" and "The Sleeping Beauty in the Woods" as well. Excellent!

As far as story it's exactly what you expect. The pictures are fantastic silhouettes that highlight important and some not so important parts of the fairy tale. I got this at a great price (only a penny) and I was not disappointed. There are some problems for my tablet when it comes to turning pages, I had it stay blank for long periods of times.
I love the story of Cinderella. It is appropriate for all ages of readers. The illustrations are fantastic. This story has a happy ending. It shows how a person can be forgiving and overcome obstacles. The characters are fun and entertaining.

Never read the original and found it interesting to read. Read this on my Kindle which ended up having the burn in from the all black images (like on cover) for a few minutes. For that reason I would actually find a version without pictures. Since most of us have seen the Disney movie, the black images don't provide anything new to the story.

excellent bed time story. excellent graphics. really good story about patience and forgiveness. it makes one think if this strength in character still exist in this world of materialism and greed.

Like how story told about forgiveness.It stayed true to original story. I liked that this version didn't kill off the father.

Short but sweet. A bit different than the story by Disney. The added lizards as well as the mice. Not bad for a super fast read.
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